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Chapter 16

The Sun and Stars
Stargazing is an awe-inspiring way to enjoy the night sky, but
humans can learn only so much about stars from our position on
Earth. The Hubble Space Telescope is a school-bus-size telescope
that orbits Earth every 97 minutes at an altitude of 353 miles
and a speed of about 17,500 miles per hour. The Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) transmits images and data from space to
computers on Earth. In fact, HST sends enough data back to
Earth each week to fill 3,600 feet of books on a shelf. Scientists
store the data on special disks. In January 2006, HST captured
images of the Orion Nebula, a huge area where stars are being
formed. HST’s detailed images revealed over 3,000 stars that
were never seen before. Information from the Hubble will help
scientists understand more about how stars form. In this
chapter, you will learn all about the star of our solar system, the
sun, and about the characteristics of other stars.

1. Why do stars shine?
2. What kinds of stars are there?
3. How are stars formed, and do any other stars have
planets?
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16.1 The Sun and the Stars
What are stars? Where did they come from? How long do they last? During most of the
day, we see only one star, the sun, which is 150 million kilometers away. On a clear
night, about 6,000 stars can be seen without a telescope. Ancient astronomers believed
that the sun and the stars were different from each other. Today we know that the sun is
just one star like all the others in the night sky. The others appear to be so dim because
they are incredibly far away. The closest star to Earth is Alpha Centauri: 4.3 light years
(41 trillion kilometers). That is 7,000 times farther away than Pluto.

Why stars shine

star - an enormous hot ball of gas
held together by gravity which
produces energy through nuclear
fusion reactions in its core.
nuclear fusion - reactions which
combine light elements such as
hydrogen into heavier elements
such as helium, releasing energy.

Nuclear fusion A star is essentially an enormous, hot ball of gas held together by
gravity. Gravity squeezes the density of stars so tightly in the core
that the electrons are stripped away and the bare nuclei of atoms
almost touch each other. At this high density, nuclear fusion occurs,
releasing tremendous amounts of energy. The nuclear fusion that
powers the sun combines four hydrogen atoms to make helium,
converting two protons to neutrons in the process (Figure 16.1). The
minimum temperature required for fusion to occur is 7 million°C. The
sun’s core reaches a temperature of 15 million°C.
The dense core The high density and
of a star temperature needed for fusion
occurs in the center of a star.
The density at the sun’s core
is about 158.0 g/cm3. This is
about 18 times the density of
solid copper. In order to reach
this high density, a star must
have a mass much larger than
a planet. For example, the sun
has a mass about 330,000
times larger than the mass of
Earth.
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Figure 16.1: One of several nuclear
fusion reactions that release energy in the sun
by combining hydrogen into helium.
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CHAPTER 16: THE SUN AND STARS

The anatomy of the sun
The sun has Because the sun is made of gas, its surface is hard to define. The
three regions apparent surface that we can see from a distance is called the
photosphere, which means “sphere of light.” Just above it is the
chromosphere. This is a very hot layer of plasma, a high-energy state
of matter. The corona is the outermost layer of the sun’s atmosphere,
extending millions of kilometers beyond the sun. Both the corona and
chromosphere can be seen during a total eclipse of the sun, as shown
in Figure 16.2.
Sunspots A safe method for viewing the sun is to use a telescope to project its
image onto a white surface. (You should NEVER look directly at the
sun.) When the sun is observed in this way, small, dark areas can be
seen on its surface. These areas, called sunspots, may look small, but
they can be as large as Earth. Sunspots are areas of gas that are
cooler than the gases around them. Because they don’t give off as
much light as the hotter areas, they appear as dark spots on the
photosphere (Figure 16.3).

Figure 16.2: The sun’s corona and

chromosphere can be seen during a total
eclipse.

Figure 16.3: Sunspots appear as
dark spots on the photosphere.
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Types of stars
How are stars Stars come in a range of sizes and temperatures. Our sun is almost
classified? an average star in many ways. Some stars are larger and hotter.
Other stars are smaller and cooler. Astronomers classify stars
according to size, temperature, color, and brightness.
Sizes of stars Stars come in a range of masses. The largest stars have a mass of
about 60 times the mass of the sun. The smallest stars are about onetwelfth the mass of the sun. This is about the minimum required to
create enough gravitational pressure to ignite fusion reactions in the
core. The sun is a medium-sized star (Figure 16.4), as is Alpha
Centauri, the nearest star to the sun.
Giant stars

illuminating the nebula around it.

Stars vary in size as well as
mass. There are two types of
giant stars. Blue giant stars are
hot and much more massive than
the sun. Rigel in the
constellation of Orion is a blue
giant star. Red giants are of
similar mass to the sun and
much cooler. The red giants are
huge because they began as
sunlike stars but have expanded
out past the equivalent of Earth’s
orbit. As they expanded they
cooled down. The photograph
shows V838 Monocerotis, a red
giant star. Light from this star is

Dwarf stars Stars that are smaller than the sun come in two main categories,
dwarfs and neutron stars. Dwarf stars are about the size of the
smaller planets. Sirius B, the largest known dwarf star, is slightly
smaller than Earth. Neutron stars are even smaller. Their diameter
is only 20 to 30 kilometers, about the size of a big city.
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Figure 16.4: Comparing different
sizes of stars.
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Distances to the nearest stars
What is Because distances in space are huge, scientists have to use units much
a light year? larger than kilometers or meters. You may have heard of light years
(ly). Light years are a common way to measure distance outside the
solar system. One light year is the distance that light travels through
space in one year. A light year is a unit of distance, not time.

light year - the distance light
travels through space in one year,
9.46 x 1012 km.

Calculating In space, light travels at the amazing speed of exactly 299,792
a light year kilometers per second (approximately 300,000 kilometers per second).
How far will it travel in one year? Recall that speed = distance ÷ time.
This means we can calculate the distance light travels in one year by
multiplying the speed of light by time (by rearranging the variables).
However, to get the correct value, we must also convert seconds into
years since the value for the speed of light contains seconds. Here’s
how to solve the problem:

1 light year (ly) = speed of light × time
⎛
365 days 24 hours 3600 sec ⎞
= ( 300,000 km/sec ) × ⎜ 1 year ×
×
×
⎟
1 year
1 day
1 hour ⎠
⎝
= ( 300,000 km/sec ) × ( 31,536, 000 sec )
= 9,460,000,000,000 km or 9.46 × 1012 km

Object

A light year is the distance light travels
in one year through space
(9.46 × 1012 kilometers).
Why we need The stars are light years distant from Earth. By comparison, even
units as large as Pluto is only 5.4 light hours away from the sun. The nearest stars are
light years 4.3 light years away, 7,000 times farther away than Pluto. Our best
rockets travel at 30 kilometers per second. That speed would take you
from Los Angeles to San Francisco in 25 seconds. Even at this
enormous speed it would take 40,000 years to reach the nearest star. If
humans are ever to venture beyond the solar system, we clearly need
to develop faster ways to travel.

Sirius (brightest star in
the sky)
Betelgeuse (appears as
a red star in the sky)
Crab Nebula
(remnant of an
exploded star)

Distance
from Earth
(light years)
8.8
700
4,000

Figure 16.5: Distance from Earth (in
light years) of some well-known objects
in the universe.
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Temperature and color
Temperatures If you look closely at the stars on a clear night, you might see a slight
of stars reddish or bluish tint to some stars. This is because stars’ surface
temperatures are different. Red stars are cooler than white stars, and
blue stars are the hottest. The table below lists some stars, their
colors, and their surface temperatures.

Table 16.1: Stars, their colors, and their surface temperatures
Star

Color

Temperature range (°C)

Betelgeuse
Arcturus
Sun
Polaris
Sirius
Rigel
Zeta Orionis

red
orange
yellow
yellow-white
white
blue-white
blue

2,000 to 3,500
3,500 to 5,000
5,000 to 6,000
6,000 to 7,500
7,500 to 11,000
11,000 to 25,000
25,000 to 50,000

Figure 16.6: Sirius, the Dog Star in
the constellation of Canis Majoris, is a
good example of a white star.

The color of light is related to its energy. Red light has the lowest
energy of the colors we can see. Blue and violet light have the most
energy. Yellow, green, and orange are in between. White light is a
mixture of all colors at equal brightness.

Color and When matter is heated, it first glows red at about 600°C. As the
temperature temperature increases, the color changes to orange, yellow, and
finally white. The graph in Figure 16.7 shows the colors of light given
off at different temperatures. The curve for 2,000°C crosses red and
yellow, but drops off before getting to blue. That means a surface at
2,000°C gives off mostly red and some yellow. At 10,000°C a star
gives off an even mix from red to blue so it appears white. At
20,000°C the emitted light is white with a bluish color.
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Figure 16.7: The range of light given
off by a star depends on its temperature.
Stars at 2,000°C give off mostly red and
some yellow light. At 10,000°C a star
gives off an even mix from red to blue, so
the light appears white.
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CHAPTER 16: THE SUN AND STARS

Brightness and luminosity
Light radiates in You can see a bare light bulb from anywhere in a room because the
all directions bulb emits light in all directions. When the rays of light are
represented by arrows, the light coming from a bulb looks like
Figure 16.8. A star also radiates light equally in all directions.

brightness - measures the
amount of light reaching Earth.

Light intensity From experience, you know that as you move away from a source of
light, the brightness decreases. Brightness, also called intensity,
describes the amount of light energy per second falling on a surface,
such as the ground, your eye, or a telescope (Figure 16.9). The
brightness of a star described as the light reaching Earth.
Light intensity
follows an
inverse square
law

luminosity - the total amount of
light given off by a star.

For a distant source of light like a star, the brightness decreases as
the inverse square of the distance. For example, a star that is twice as
far away will appear only 1/4 as bright because 1/4 is 1/22. A star that
is three times as far away will appear 1/9 as bright (1/9 = 1/32).

Figure 16.8: Light emitted from the
sun or from a light bulb.

Luminosity The brightness of a star also depends on how much light the star gives
off. This is called a star’s luminosity. Luminosity is the total amount
of light given off by a star in all directions. Luminosity is a
fundamental property of a star whereas brightness depends on both
luminosity and distance. To understand stars, we wish to know their
luminosity. All we can measure is their brightness. To find the
luminosity of a star we need to know both its brightness and its
distance from Earth. We can then apply the inverse square law to
calculate the luminosity from the brightness and distance.

Figure 16.9: Brightness is the

intensity or amount of light per second
falling on a surface. In summer, the
brightness of sunlight reaches
500 W/m2.
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The temperature and luminosity of stars
H-R diagrams In the early 1900s, the Danish astronomer Ejnar Hertzsprung and
American astronomer Henry Russell developed an important tool for
studying stars. They made a graph that showed the temperature of
the stars on the x-axis and the luminosity on the y-axis. The result is
called the Hertzsprung-Russell, or H-R diagram. Each dot on the
diagram below represents a star with a particular luminosity and
temperature.

main sequence star - a stable
star in the main category in the
H-R diagram.
white dwarf - a small star with a
high temperature and low
brightness.

red giant - a large star with low
temperature and high brightness.

supergiant - very large, bright
star that may be blue or red,
depending on its temperature.

Reading H-R H-R diagrams are useful because they help astronomers categorize
diagrams stars into groups. Stars that fall in the band that stretches diagonally
from cool, dim stars to hot, bright stars are called main sequence
stars. Main sequence stars, like the sun, are in a very stable part of
their life cycle. White dwarfs are in the lower left corner of the
diagram. These stars are hot and dim and cannot be seen without a
telescope. Red giants appear in the upper right side of the diagram.
These stars are cool and bright and some can be seen without the aid
of a telescope. Supergiants, both red and blue, are found in the
extreme upper portion of the diagram. You can observe red and blue
supergiants in the constellation Orion (Figure 16.10).
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Figure 16.10: If you locate Orion in
the night sky, you can see Betelgeuse, a
red supergiant, and Rigel, a blue
supergiant. It is easy to find this
constellation because of the three stars
that form its belt.
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CHAPTER 16: THE SUN AND STARS

16.1 Section Review
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is the basic process through which the sun releases energy?
Describe the three regions of the sun.
What are sunspots?
List the four variables astronomers use to classify stars.
How does the size of the sun compare with the size of other stars?
What is a light year?
Regulus, the brightest star in the constellation Leo, is
approximately 77 light years from Earth. Which year did Regulus
give off the light you see when looking at the star today?
8. What can you tell about a star by looking at its color?
9. What happens to the brightness of a star as you observe it from
farther away?
10. Explain the difference between a star’s brightness and its
luminosity.
11. Suppose one star is three times farther away than another. If both
stars have the same luminosity, how will their brightness
compare?
12. Describe the four types of stars categorized in a HertzsprungRussell diagram.
13. True or false: A white dwarf star is about the same size as the sun.
14. The star in Figure 16.11 is a:
a. Red giant star.
b. Blue giant star.
c. Main sequence star.
d. White dwarf star.

A light year is the distance light
travels in one year. Other units can
be defined according to the
distance light travels in a certain
amount of time. For example, a
light second is the distance light
travels in one second.
Calculate the number of meters
each of the following units
represents:
1. Light second
2. Light minute
3. Light nanosecond (a
nanosecond is one-billionth of
a second)

Figure 16.11: The H-R diagram for
question 15.
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16.2 The Life Cycles of Stars
Like living organisms, stars have life cycles. Of course, stars are not truly “alive” but
astronomers sometimes use the terms “born,” “live,” and “die” to represent parts of that
cycle. Our sun, a medium-size star, was “born” about 5 billion years ago. Because most
medium-size stars have a life ‘1span of around 10 billion years, it will live for another 5
billion years before it dies. Stars that are larger than the sun have shorter life spans.

nebula - a huge cloud of dust and
gas from which stars form.

protostar - the first stage in the
life cycle of a star.

Nebulae, birth, and life span of stars
How are stars A star, regardless of its size, begins its life inside a huge cloud of gas
born? (mostly hydrogen) and dust called a nebula (Latin for “mist”).
Gravitational forces cause denser regions of the nebula to collapse,
forming a protostar. A protostar is the earliest stage in the life cycle
of a star. The gases at the center of the protostar continue to collapse,
causing pressure and temperature to rise. A protostar becomes a star
when the temperature and pressure at its center become great
enough to start nuclear fusion. This is the nuclear reaction in which
hydrogen atoms are converted into helium atoms and energy is
released. Figure 16.12 shows a portion of the Eagle Nebula, the
birthplace of many stars.
Main sequence Once nuclear fusion begins, a star is in the main sequence stage of its
stars life cycle (Figure 16.13). This is the longest and most stable part of a
star’s life. The time a star stays on the main sequence depends on the
star’s mass. The sun will stay on the main sequence for about 10
billion years. You might think that high-mass stars live longer than
low-mass stars because they contain more hydrogen fuel for nuclear
fusion. However, the opposite is true. High-mass stars burn brighter,
and hotter, using up their hydrogen faster than low-mass stars.
Consequently, high-mass stars have much shorter life spans. For
example, a star with 60 times the mass of the sun only stays on the
main sequence for a few million years, a lifetime a thousand times
shorter than the sun’s.
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Figure 16.12: A NASA/HST photo

of a portion of the Eagle Nebula. The
bright area is lit by young stars forming
from clouds of molecular hydrogen (H2).

Figure 16.13: The main sequence on
an H-R diagram is where most stars
spend most of their lives.
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CHAPTER 16: THE SUN AND STARS

Planetary systems and binary stars
Other stars have A star with orbiting planets is called a planetary system. Until the
planetary last decade, no one knew whether planets were commonly formed with
systems stars or whether solar systems like our own were rare. However, as of
this writing, more than 150 planets have been discovered around
nearby stars. Because they give off no light of their own, planets are
very hard to see against the brightness of a star. Astronomers had to
devise very clever techniques to find them. Scientists now believe that
planets are a natural by-product of the formation of stars. Therefore,
planets of some type should exist around many (if not most) stars in
the universe.

planetary system - a star and its
planets.

binary star - a system of two
stars orbiting each other that are
gravitationally tied together.

How our solar A planetary system (like the solar system) forms out of the same
system was nebula that creates the star. The protostar that became the sun also
formed contained small amounts of other elements such as carbon, nickel,
iron, aluminum, and silicon. As the protostar swirled inward on itself,
it flattened into a disk perpendicular to its axis of rotation. Matter
that was rotating too fast to fall inward and become the sun
eventually amassed into planets. This explains why all of the planets
formed in the same plane around the sun, and why they all orbit in the
same direction.
Binary stars Many gas clouds have enough swirling matter that multiple stars
form, possibly with planets as well. A binary star is a system with two
stars that are gravitationally tied and orbit each other. Binary stars
are common. Mizar, the middle star in the handle of the Big Dipper,
was the first binary star discovered, in 1650 by the Italian astronomer
Giovanni Riccioli. Modern telescopes show that those two stars are
actually four. Both Mizar A and Mizar B are themselves binary stars,
making this a four-star system (Figure 16.14). About half of the 60
nearest stars are in binary (or multiple) star systems.

Figure 16.14: Mizar, a star in the

Big Dipper, is actually a double binary
star system containing two pairs of two
stars.

16.2 THE LIFE CYCLES OF STARS
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The old age of sunlike stars
The formation of Eventually, the core of a star runs out of hydrogen. Gravity then
a red giant causes the core to contract, raising the temperature. At higher
temperatures, other nuclear fusion reactions occur that combine
helium to make carbon and oxygen. The hotter core radiates more
energy, pushing the outer layers of the star away. The star expands
into a red giant as the outer layers cool. In its red giant phase, our
sun will expand to beyond the orbit of Mars, and the inner planets,
including Earth, will be incinerated. Fortunately, this event is still
4 billion years in the far future.
White dwarf
stars

Sunlike stars don’t have enough
mass (gravity) to squeeze their
cores any hotter than what is
needed to fuse helium into
carbon and oxygen. Once the
helium is used up, the nuclear
reactions essentially stop. With
no more energy flowing
outward, nothing prevents
gravity from crushing the
matter in the core together as
close as possible. At this stage,
the core glows brightly and is called a white dwarf. It is about the size
of Earth, yet has the same mass as the sun. Because of its high
density, a spoonful of matter from a white dwarf would weigh about
the same as an elephant on Earth.

Planetary During the white-dwarf stage, the outer layers of the star expand and
nebulae drift away from the core. In the most extravagant stars this creates a
planetary nebula (Figure 16.15). The planetary nebula contains
mostly hydrogen and helium, but also some heavier elements that
were formed in the core. Over time, the matter in a planetary nebula
expands out into the rest of the universe and becomes available for
forming new stars. Planetary nebulae are one of nature’s ways of
recycling the matter in old stars and distributing new elements.
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planetary nebula - the
expanding outer shell of a sunlike
star. This matter is blown away as
the core shrinks to become a white
dwarf.

Figure 16.15: A planetary nebula

forms when a star blows off its outer
layers leaving its bare core exposed as
white dwarf. This may occur with stars
that have a mass between 1.5 and 5
times the mass of the sun.
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Supernovae and synthesis of the elements
The origin of the Scientists believe the early universe was mostly hydrogen, with a
elements small amount of helium and a trace of lithium. Heavier elements such
as carbon and oxygen did not exist. So, where did they come from? All
the heavier elements are created by nuclear fusion inside the cores of
stars — including the elements in your body. Every carbon atom in
your body, which is 53 percent of the solid matter of your body, was
once inside a star.

supernova - the explosion of a
very large star.

The creation of Stars of more than 12 times the mass of the sun have a violent end. As
elements the core runs out of helium, gravity compresses and heats the core hot
enough for other types of nuclear fusion to start. The new fusion
reactions combine carbon and oxygen into neon, sodium, magnesium,
sulfur, silicon, and even heavier elements up to iron. Nuclear fusion
reactions are exothermic, releasing energy only up to iron (Fe, atomic
number 26). After that, the reactions become endothermic, using
energy rather than releasing it. When the core of the star contains
mostly iron, nuclear fusion stops.
Supernovas If a star’s iron core reaches 1.4 times the mass of the sun, gravity
becomes strong enough to combine electrons and protons into
neutrons. The core of the star collapses in moments to form a single
“nucleus” a tiny fraction of its former size. The rest of the star rushes
in to fill the empty space left by the core then bounces back off the
nucleus with incredible force. The result is a spectacular explosion
called a supernova. A supernova is brighter than 10 billion stars and
can outshine an entire galaxy for a few seconds. More than 90 percent
of the mass of the star is blown away (Figure 16.16). During this brief
period, heavier elements such as gold and uranium are created, as
atomic nuclei are smashed together.

Figure 16.16: The Crab nebula is

the remains of a supernova that
occurred in AD 1054 and was recorded
by Chinese astronomers.

Neutron stars The light and heat produced by a supernova fades over time, and the
remnants become a nebula that can be used to make more stars. All
that remains of the original star is a core made entirely of neutrons
called a neutron star. This super-dense object is no more than a few
kilometers in diameter!
16.2 THE LIFE CYCLES OF STARS
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Examining light from stars
What is We know what elements are in distant stars from the light the stars
spectroscopy? produce. Astronomers analyze the light given off by stars, and other
“hot” objects in space in order to figure out what they are made of and
their temperatures. Spectroscopy is a tool of astronomy in which
the electromagnetic waves (including visible light) produced by a star
or other object (called its spectrum) is analyzed.

Chemical Astronomers use a tool called a spectrometer to split light into a
composition spectrum of colors. A spectrometer displays lines of each color along a
of stars scale that measures the wavelength of light in nanometers (nm).
Light waves are extremely small: A nanometer is one-billionth of a
meter. Each element has its own unique pattern of lines—like a
fingerprint. For example, when light from hydrogen is examined with
a spectrometer, four lines are seen: red, blue-green, blue-violet and
violet (Figure 16.17). Astronomers use spectroscopy to determine
what elements are present in stars. A star’s speed, temperature,
rotation rate, and magnetic field can also be determined from its
spectrum.
The composition In 1861, Sir William Huggins, an English amateur astronomer, used
of the sun spectroscopy to discover that the sun and the stars are made mostly
of hydrogen. A few years later, Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer observed
a line at the exact wavelength of 587.6 nanometers. Since no known
element had a line at this wavelength, he concluded that this must be
an undiscovered element and named it helium, after the Greek name
for the sun, Helios. Today, we know that hydrogen is the most
common element in the universe, with helium second (Figure 16.18).
Helium is abundant in the sun but rare on Earth.
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spectroscopy - a method of
studying an object by examining
the visible light and other
electromagnetic waves it creates.

Figure 16.17: When hydrogen gives
off light, four visible lines are seen at
656 nm (red), 486 nm (blue-green),
434 nm (blue-violet), and 410 nm
(violet) on the scale of a spectrometer.

Figure 16.18: Spectral lines for

helium and lithium. Each element has
its own unique pattern of spectral lines
(spectrum).
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CHAPTER 16: THE SUN AND STARS

16.2 Section Review
1. How many years do scientists believe are left before the sun runs
out of hydrogen in its core and leaves the main sequence?
2. All stars begin inside a huge cloud of dust and gas called a _____.
3. What force causes a nebula to form a protostar?
4. What happens to the temperature and pressure in a protostar as it
collapses?
5. How long does the main sequence stage of a sunlike star normally
last?
6. Why do stars with smaller masses burn longer than stars with
larger masses?
7. What happens when a sunlike star runs out of hydrogen fuel in its
core?
8. How do scientists believe heavier elements such as carbon and
oxygen were created?
9. What is a supernova?
10. Is it probable that the sun will become a supernova? Why or why
not?
11. What can scientists learn about a star by studying the light it gives
off?
12. How is the spectrum for an element similar to a person’s
fingerprint?
13. Compared with the age of the sun, a blue giant star is likely to be:
a. Younger.
b. About the same age.
c. Older.
14. Fusion reactions that combine light elements release energy only
until what element is created?

The last supernova to be observed
in our galaxy occurred in 1604. It
was named Kepler’s supernova
after the German astronomer
Johannes Kepler (1571-1630).
The supernova was visible to the
naked eye as the brightest object
in the night sky.
Use the internet to research
Kepler’s supernova to find the
answers to the following
questions:
1. Was the supernova named
after Kepler because he was
the first person to see it?
2. How many light years from
Earth was the supernova?
3. How did the occurrence of the
supernova help support
Galileo’s view of the universe?

16.2 THE LIFE CYCLES OF STARS
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Chapter 16 Connection

Big Bear Solar Observatory
Bring your sunglasses - you are about to visit a city with
more than 300 sunny days a year. Big Bear Lake, Calif.,
two hours east of Los Angeles and high (starting about 6,700
feet) in the San Bernardino Mountains and San Bernardino
National Forest, has something that not all of Southern
California can boast: four seasons. Because of all these
features, it has proven an ideal location for a solar
observatory. Changeable climate provides a great
opportunity for studying the sun under all sorts of
conditions.

The observatory is located on an island in the center of Big
Bear Lake. It might seem obvious that high altitude and
clear skies would benefit an observatory - but in the middle
of a lake? In water, however, scientists have clearer images
of the sun than on land.
The science behind this starts, of course, with the sun. When
the sun heats the ground, convection occurs, the warm air
rising and the cold air sinking in vertical circulation. Water
absorbs more heat than does the ground. With less heat
rising, the convection currents over the water are smaller
than those on land. A natural light wind blowing across the
lake also helps to keep images clear - which keeps the
observatory one of the best in the world.

The importance of our nearest star

A premier site, an improbable location
Big Bear Solar
Observatory (BBSO) was
built in 1969 by the
California Institute of
Technology. Since 1997,
it has been operated by
the New Jersey Institute
of Technology. The
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
(NASA), the National
Science Foundation
(NSF), the Air Force and the Navy, and other agencies
finance the observatory.
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For Earth, the sun is not
merely important, it is
essential. It is the planet’s
source of heat, energy, and
light, weather and climate.
The sun’s natural furnace is
what makes life possible for
each and every creature on
Earth.
The sun is the star closest to Earth. Because of that
“nearness,” scientists are able to see and study the surface of
the sun. Other stars are just too far away to view their
surface features. From the sun, scientists learn about stars
in general.
Big Bear Solar Observatory staff study the sun, solar
phenomena, and the solar atmosphere, made up of:
• Photosphere: the visible surface of the sun.
• Chromosphere: the irregular layer above the photosphere.
• Corona: the outer atmosphere.
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fourth telescope measures earthshine, which is sunlight that
reflects onto the darkened portion of the moon and then back
again to Earth. Earthshine can provide scientists with
information about our planet’s temperature, atmosphere,
and global warming.

Mighty telescopes

In November 2005, BBSO replaced its dome with a larger
one to accommodate a new solar telescope that will be the
largest in the world. It will help scientists to better study
solar flares, space weather, and sunspots.

BBSO houses several powerful telescopes. As you know,
viewing the sun directly is dangerous and safety measures
are always required. But these solar telescopes have
cameras and filters specifically crafted for viewing the sun.
They magnify the sun and provide detailed images of surface
events.

One thing solar observers know for sure is that the sun is
always changing. It is important for us to understand that
solar activity so that we can predict its impact on our lives
and Earth’s future.

Chapter 16 Connection

Scientists observe solar flares, explosions from the sun that
importantly can disrupt communications, satellites, and
other systems on Earth. They also observe sunspots, which
are dark, cool areas on the photosphere, and prominences,
which are arched clouds of gas extending from the sun.

Questions:
At the top of the observatory are four main telescopes. Two
are used to observe sunspots, flares, and prominences. The
observatory monitors and predicts solar flares and provides
reports to interested groups. A third, smaller telescope
examines the entire sun. On clear days, this telescope works
from dawn to dusk, taking images every 30 seconds. The

1. Why is the sun important to people on Earth?
2. What exactly does Big Bear Solar Observatory observe
and how does it do it?
3. What is ideal about the observatory’s location?

UNIT 6 ASTRONOMY
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Applying your knowledge
a. Using the diameter of the Sun that you calculated, figure
out the size of one of the sunspots viewed through the
sunspotter. Tell which sunspot you used and how you
found your answer.
b. Do you see any patterns associated with sunspot activity
on the graph below?
200
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Year
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1. First, make a pinhole viewer: Cut a square (2 cm × 2 cm)
in the center of the cardboard. Take the aluminum foil
and tape it over the opening. Using the pin, puncture a
small hole in the center of the aluminum foil.
2. Hold the pinhole viewer so the light of the Sun passes
through the hole onto a piece of paper held behind the
viewer. Hold the viewer and paper as far apart as you
can.
3. Measure the diameter of the Sun’s image on the paper.
4. Measure the distance between the pinhole viewer and the
image on the paper. Now, calculate the sun’s diameter!

5. Using a solar telescope (sunspotter), project the image of
the Sun onto a flat surface, then trace the sun’s perimeter
and any sunspots on a white piece of paper.

1984

Measure the diameter of the sun

Measure the size and number of sunspots

1974

cardboard, piece of aluminum foil (3 cm × 3 cm), tape, a pin
or sharp point to puncture a hole in the aluminum foil, ruler,
white paper, solar telescope (sunspotter)

Diameter
Distance
Diameter of image of Sun ⎞
⎛ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
×
of
from
⎝ Distance from viewer to paper⎠
Sun
Earth to Sun

1964

Materials:

Distance from Earth to the Sun: 149,600,000 km
Measured diameter of the Sun: _________________ cm
Measured distance from viewer to paper: _________ cm

1954

Sunspots are large,
dark regions that
appear on the surface
of the Sun. They
appear dark because
they are cooler than
the areas around
them. Sunspots are
caused by the Sun’s
magnetic field. They
slowly grow over a few
days and then decay
over a few days. The
largest sunspots may
last a few weeks. In
the early 1600’s,
astronomers used the
movement of sunspots
across the surface of the Sun to figure out that the Sun's
rotational period was about 27 days. In this activity, you will
determine the diameter of the Sun and the number of
sunspots on the Sun.

Number of Sunspots

Chapter 16 Activity

Sunspots

c. The real diameter of the sun is 1.35 million km. By what
percent did your estimated diameter of the sun differ
from the actual diameter?
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Vocabulary
Select the correct term to complete the sentences.

11. The name for a small star with high temperature and low
brightness is ____.
12. The first stage in the life cycle of a star is known as a ____.

red giant

sunspots

spectroscopy

nebula

white dwarf

main sequence stars

supergiant

protostar

protostar

supernova

nuclear fusion

binary star

Concepts

light years

brightness

stars

Section 16.1

Section 16.1

1.

Small, dark areas on the surface of the sun representing
relatively cooler areas are named ____.

2.

A reaction in which hydrogen atoms combine to form
helium, releasing large amounts of energy is called ____.

3.

____ are enormous, hot balls of gas held together by gravity.

4.

A ____ is the distance light travels in one year.

5.

A very large, bright star that may be blue or red, depending
upon its temperature, is called a ____.

6.

A stable star in the HR diagram’s main category is a ____
star.

7.

A large star with low temperature and high brightness is
a(n) ____.

Section 16.2

8.

A system of two stars tied together by gravity and orbiting
each other is known as a(n) ____.

9.

A huge cloud of dust from which stars are formed is known
as a ____.

10. A method of studying an object by examining the visible
light and other electromagnetic waves it creates is known as
____.
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13. Astronomers call the explosion of a very large star a ____.

1.

Why are solar flares important to the average person in the
United States?

2.

How are solar flares formed?

3.

Arrange the layers of the sun listed below in order from
innermost core to the outermost layer:
a.
b.
c.
d.

chromosphere
core
corona
photosphere

4.

Describe two changes due to the fusion of hydrogen.

5.

List three conditions that must exist for the continuous
fusion of hydrogen to occur.

6.

Describe the color changes that occur in matter as it is
heated.

7.

Which has the highest surface temperature?
a.
b.
c.

A red star
A white star
A blue star

8.

Where in a star does fusion occur

9.

Name the two most common elements in the universe. Are
they also the most common elements on Earth?
CHAPTER 16 THE SUN AND STARS
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10. Describe our sun in terms of color, brightness, size and
temperature compared to other stars in the galaxy.

5.
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Use the H-R diagram below to answer the following
questions.

11. Why is an H-R diagram useful to astronomers?
Section 16.2

12. A spectrometer is a tool astronomers find very useful.
a.
b.

How does it work?
What information can an astronomer find using a
spectrometer?

13. What does the lifespan of a star depend on?
14. List the stages in the life cycle of a typical medium-sized
star like the sun.
15. Describe what astronomers believe will happen to our sun
after it leaves the main sequence.

a.

16. Do stars shine forever?

b.

17. Explain why all the planets in our solar system orbit in the
same direction.

Problems

Section 16.2

Section 16.1

1.

The Andromeda galaxy is 2.3 million light years away from
Earth. What does this equal in kilometers?

2.

Which star would you expect to have a longer lifespan, the
sun or Sirius, a star whose mass is about twice as great as
the sun?

3.

Three identical blue giant stars are located 100 light years,
200 light years, and 300 light years away from Earth. How
do their brightnesses compare from Earth?

4.

A supernova was observed in 1987. If the star that collapsed
into this supernova was 169,000 light years away, how long
ago did this explosion occur?
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c.

What is the main difference between a typical white
dwarf star and a typical supergiant?
Which category of star is Vega, with a surface
temperature of 10,000°C and a luminosity of 100?
Predict which category Vega will enter next in its
evolution.

CHAPTER 16 THE SUN AND STARS

6.

Write whether each of the following elements are formed by
the early universe, nuclear fusion in a star, or supernova:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

iron (Fe)
gold (Au)
helium (He)
hydrogen (H)
carbon (C)

